A MEMORABLE MEMORIAL DAY.

Above—a leaden sky pierced only in tiny spots with a hopeful patch of very pale blue—beneath, wet, slippery grass—between, a cold, thick mist sometimes tiny spots with a hopeful patch of very pale blue—beneath, wet, slippery grass.

The people assemble in goodly numbers in the "chapel" (in spite of the fact that there will be no mail in the Post Office for them when they adjourn) they think on the serious side of the day in an appropriate, solemn service, with a worthy address by President Marshall on "The Cost of our Lives."

The people adjourn to a flat, open field, with mysterious polos, stakes and strings arranged over it. A Procession appears—maids in white, wearing green and grey ties, or gold and purples. They form a "C. C.," about some of the mysterious stakes. They sing '19's strings arranged over it. A Procession enters her rank—a fastidious, young debutante,—a lady of our Idea of the true C. C. girl. And yet we are proud—very proud of her. The three temptations—c—provision for Juniors and Sophomores—especially Freshmen, and the delightful pair of gentlemen—Jack and Algley—every part assumed a characteristic of its own which quite transformed the address. And who can forget poor, prim Prism, and fjejy pellae? C. C. congratulates herself on having such an energetic and gifted Dramatic Club, and each a "C. C.," about some of the mysterious stakes. They sing '19's strings arranged over it. A Procession enters her rank—a fastidious, young debutante,—a lady of our Idea of the true C. C. girl. And yet we are proud—very proud of her. The three temptations—c—provision for Juniors and Sophomores—especially Freshmen, and the delightful pair of gentlemen—Jack and Algley—every part assumed a characteristic of its own which quite transformed the address. And who can forget poor, prim Prism, and fjejy pellae? C. C. congratulates herself on having such an energetic and gifted Dramatic Club, and each a "C. C.," about some of the mysterious stakes. They sing '19's strings arranged over it. A Procession enters her rank—a fastidious, young debutante,—a lady of our Idea of the true C. C. girl. And yet we are proud—very proud of her. The three temptations—c—provision for Juniors and Sophomores—especially Freshmen, and the delightful pair of gentlemen—Jack and Algley—every part assumed a characteristic of its own which quite transformed the address. And who can forget poor, prim Prism, and fjejy pellae? C. C. congratulates herself on having such an energetic and gifted Dramatic Club, and each a "C. C.," about some of the mysterious stakes. They sing '19's strings arranged over it. A Procession enters her rank—a fastidious, young debutante,—a lady of our Idea of the true C. C. girl. And yet we are proud—very proud of her. The three temptations—c—provision for Juniors and Sophomores—especially Freshmen, and the delightful pair of gentlemen—Jack and Algley—every part assumed a characteristic of its own which quite transformed the address. And who can forget poor, prim Prism, and fjejy pellae? C. C. congratulate...
ATTENTION HONOR ROLL.

Some criticism has reached editorial ears about the summer job write-ups in our last issue. It is said that we have forgotten the girls who are working at home and are praising with too much stress those members of the farmerette honor roll who will hoe in Long Island potato patches. However, the staff did not forget the many girls who may not join these happy and honored groups of whom we are justly proud.

We know full well that many a girl who could bring more agricultural knowledge and experience to the service of large farmers than most of our raw recruits, and who would enjoy even more than they, perhaps, the fun she would be doing, would find a good deal of interest for us as a college, is that of the co-operative house. The novelty of the proposition for us would alone perhaps commend it to us, who pride ourselves on our readiness to adopt the most advanced and progressive projects.

The plan is to establish a house run under a management whereby the students may co-operate in doing household work, thus accomplishing the saving of about a hundred dollars a piece in their expenses. That motive alone would doubtless recommend the plan to many. Others would probably be attracted to it by the obvious advantages it offers from the viewpoint of social nature.

By the setting of the sun.

The plan is to establish a house run under a management whereby the students may co-operate in doing household work, thus accomplishing the saving of about a hundred dollars a piece in their expenses. That motive alone would doubtless recommend the plan to many. Others would probably be attracted to it by the obvious advantages it offers from the viewpoint of social nature.

It is an opportunity to prove it.

When the gorgeous, gilded colors merge across the western sky,
'Tis the shining heaven's encore to the twilight waiting at the window.

At the setting of the sun.

And the twilight enters shyly at the curtain call of night,
So shy you can scarce see her, radiant, glowing with delight.

From the setting of the sun.

And then the leaves the darkness where you have all day played your part,
And haste across the hill top to the wee house of your heart.

Through the setting of the sun.

---ALISON HASTINGS.
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THE SHIP.

There's a white ship sailing towards the sea,
Steady and swift and sure—
No wanton wind or wildsurf will
Will she fall to endure.

Over the treacherous waves she sails,
Beneath the flicker skies,
Unfaltering 'neath her skipper's hands
Toward the land where her fair goal lies.

With the tender hands of God to guide
On life's tempestuous sea,
Ungently waves and errant winds
Wont harm the soul of me—
For far beyond today's unrest
I know a fair land lies—
A harbor safe and sure and calm—
Beneath the smiling skies.

---M. POMEROY.
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WHEN A. A. ENTERTAINS.

Thames Hall was quite transformed with gay white and blue ribbons, Saturday evening, June the first, in honor of the annual banquet of the Athletic Association. Dr. Leib, the captain, with a corps of helpers in caps and aprons brought in all the goodies and served them in an almost professional and certainly in a most efficient way. After the banquet proper was over, Mildred Provost gave a toast which was followed by the presentation of honors by Madeleine Rowe, the president. This year for the first time a cup was given to the class which had the greatest number of points in athletics; 1920 was the fortunate class. The two guests of honor, Miss Woodhull and Miss Blue, received bouquets of sweet peas for efficiency in the Physical Education department. There were many cheers for the officers, the faculty, and the winners of honors, then the party adjourned to the gymnasium for dancing. We will look forward to next year's banquet because we are assured of a good time when the A. A. entertains.

A. A. AWARDS.

C's NUMERALS

Juniors.

Anderson...Anderson
Ansley...Ansley
Carne...Barnes
Emerson...Carns
Hasting...Emerson
Hatch...Hastings
Lenon...Hatch
Upton...Lenom
White...Premis
White

Leather Banners—Hastings, Upton
Felt Banner—White

C's NUMERALS

Sophomores.

H. Allen...H. Allen

Barlow...Barlow
Davies...Costigan
Davies...Davies
Gammons...Gammons
Hester...Gage
Howard...Heater
McGowan...Howard
Warner...McGowan

Special courtesies to Connecticut Watch and Jewelry Repairing

LITERATURE AND THE WAR.

In a stirring address to the Literary and Debating Club in Plant House, Wednesday evening, May 29, Dr. Wells discussed war literature. In his estimation, he said, nothing really worth while has been produced thus far—nothing fundamentally deep and profound. Yet there is no reason to be discouraged, he continued. History shows that nothing really worth while is ever produced in the midst of such turmoil—one sees only the details—one needs calm and time for cons deration—a perspective from which he can view the issue broadly, and grasp the fundamental and profound depth of it.

Such, he concluded, must be our attitude toward the war: we must look beyond the details and grasp the bigness of the war; we must see the issue, and stick to it until it is won; or, if it be lost, then let it not be lost in a smothery smudge, but let it be a grand and glorious end, going up in a heavenward blaze of glory.
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